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DATA ISSUES
Most of our data are online and
under-protected. Since 2013, more
than 14 billion data records have
been lost or stolen, and only 4% of
them were encrypted1.

Today, organizations are struggling
with complex technologies. As a
result, less than half of them are
ready for a cybersecurity attack3
and 27%3 of data breaches are due
to human error.

As you may know, the average cost
of a data breach is of €3 million2.
That cost lasts up to three years
after the breach. Can you afford it?
Probably not. So, why not use a
technology that protects your data

This kind of technology reduces
manual

even more pressure on companies.
individuals

made

95,180 GDPR complaints about

configuration

and

facilitates automation. It decreases
the average total cost of a data
breach That cost is of €2.50 million
for organizations using security
automation

New regulations, such as GDPR, put
example,

money.

by design and by default?

Shocking, isn't it?

For

definitely save a lot of time... and

but

can

reach €4

million for those that don't use it2.
An investment in such a technology
could definitely be the right move.

data privacy issues4 and the record
fine reached €212 million5.
Wouldn’t

it

be

technologies
regulation

great
could

compliance

if

your

manage
from

themselves? Of course! You would
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What does Siodb give you?
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How Does Siodb Protect Your Data?
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And a deletion is a new logical row,

Table Row Id
Siodb

automatically

flagged as deleted and that points
to its mother row.
adds

and

increments the unique id for each
new row (second principle from
Edgar F. Codd ). Siodb calls that
unique id the Table Row Id (TRID).
Siodb stores that Table Row Id into
the Master Column.

Security by design
The term “Security by Design”
means “the software has been
designed from the foundation to be
secure.”

Master Column

Siodb has a special design for data
format. It stores an expiration date

Each table has a master column
that stores the rows’ metadata,
such as the row’s unique id, its
expiration date, who created it, etc.
It thus gives you optimal control
over your data.

per row. When a row reaches this
date, Siodb destroys every personal
data automatically. Hence, this
feature

provides

you

with

a

seamless solution to protect your
database data privacy by design.

For instance, the master table
records

any

transaction

type

(insert/update/delete). Rows are
not directly updated or deleted.
Instead, an update is a new row
with the same primary key (TRID).
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How Does Siodb Protect Your Data Privacy?

The figure above shows how you can use the Siodb privacy API.
Your end-users define an expiration date for their personal data andy you
decide which columns contain personal data. Siodb destroys it permanently,
either when the data reaches the expiration date or when the application
deletes it (through SQL).
Siodb guarantees destruction by its code.
Also, you don’t need to clean up all parts of your infrastructure to remove
copies of personal data. Siodb propagates the destruction across all copies
of the database, i.e. backup files, standbys, and clones (see figure below).
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Siodb
The way to protect
people's data
privacy
➔ Start in 8 minutes for free with the q
 uick start page.
➔ Get immediately your copy of Siodb here.
➔ We are happy to hear from you now h
 ere.

Baarerstrasse 135, 6300 Zug, Switzerland | c
 ontact@siodb.io

